Walking Directions

Stadium Parking Garage, 2175 Gayley Rd, Berkeley, CA 94720 to Simpson Family Suite, Room N400, Chou Hall, 2220 Piedmont Avenue, Berkeley, CA

Approximate Travel Time: 3 minutes

1. Exit parking garage onto Piedmont Ave.
2. Turn left on Piedmont Ave and walk to crosswalk in front of Cal Memorial Stadium
3. Cross Piedmont Ave to Haas Path and enter through ivy archway (Cronk Gate)
4. Go down the outdoor stairs in front of you and stay against the building.
5. At the bottom of the stairs, turn right into the courtyard.
6. Continue walking straight through the courtyard to Chou Hall.
7. Enter Chou Hall and take the elevator upstairs
8. The classroom is Room N400 on the 4th floor.